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RAMPAGE

A Final Farewell to the 2018-19 School Year
Well PR, we did it.
We have successfully have made it
through another year of school. Some of us
had our first year of high school, and some of
us walked the halls of PR for one last time.
Over the last nine months, a lot has happened
around here.
From club sign-up night, to Homecoming,
to Thanksgiving break, to snow days, to
winter break, to the fall play, to midterms,
then to Sadies, the musical, prom, and finals,
and up until now—it’s all coming to an end.
At the start of the year it seemed as if some
weeks felt like they were going to drag on
forever, but here we are at the end.

ALEXA DEZELAN STAFF REPORTER
There were a lot of school events
throughout the year and students participated
in different ways. Some attended sports
events and the first source of excitement and
one of the biggest events of the year involved
the football games. The fans packed the
stands every Friday night to cheer on the
team. We've stood in the heat, the snow, and
freezing weather for the football players.
After many weeks, they won WPIALS at
Heinz Field.
Then there were the hockey fans: They
followed the hockey team, who ended up
being state champs, and brought all the
excitement to the student section. Next the

basketball team kept the fans on their feet
with an outstanding season. The girls and
boys soccer teams had a season full of
adrenaline. The girls softball team played
with passion, the baseball team kept pushing
and winning games, boys lacrosse won
WIPALS, and the field hockey team won
against NA in WPIALS. There was also the
fall play and musical and the swimming team
swam through the coldest days of the year.
We passed the tests we thought we
wouldn't pass, and we made it through the
days we didn't feel like coming, and even
survived all those bad hair days too. we made
it through. Have a great summer!

RAMPAGE STAFF REFLECTIONS
Name: Jacob Gongaware, 11
Staff Role: Staff Reporter
Article most proud of: Student
Spotlight
Why: Most enjoyable to write
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: The correct way to
write for the reader.
Miss the Most: Staff Meetings
Favorite Memory: Writing for the
Color Issues
Advice for future staff: Write your
articles before Friday morning.
Name: Aidan Pavlick, 11
Staff Role: Sports Reporter
Article most proud of: My work on
the Garfield edition.
Why: It was my only time editing, and
I wrote for, edited, and designed the
paper.
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: I learned
journalism is about how to convey a
story to someone, and how to make
them interested even with no prior
knowledge on the topic.
Miss the Most: Staff meetings
Favorite Memory: Ethan’s favorite
interview question
Advice for future staff: Get to know
your other staff members.
Name: Ethan Silipo, 9
Article most proud of: Water
Fountain Story
Why: I had fun testing all the fountains
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: Getting a story idea
every week is a lot harder than I had
previously thought.
Miss the Most: Ben Luiken
Favorite Memory: The second field
trip
Advice for future staff: make friends
Name: Brandon Pierce, 12
Staff Role: Co-Editor/ Staff Reporter
Article most proud of: Movie Review
Why: I kept the article informative
while also getting to the point. It was
easy to write about and fun to design
the layout for it too.
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: Meeting people is
key and can take you places.
Miss the Most: Meeting all the new
people

Favorite Memory: Field Trip to Point
Park
Advice for future staff: Have fun with
it, write what you enjoy and be open to
try new things and meet new people.
Name: Ben Luiken, 12
Staff Role: STAFF REPORTER
Article most proud of: Westsylvania
Why: It’s right up my alley in terms of
history.
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: I learned how to
improve my factual writing skills :)
Miss the Most: Staff Meeting Banter
Favorite Memory: Field Trip
Advice for future staff: Don’t feel
constricted about what you can write
about, you could turn anything into an
article.
Name: Maddie Jewart 10
Staff Role: Staff Reporter
Article most proud of: Us Movie
Review
Why: It was very well written
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: It takes a lot of
work.
Miss the Most: Staff meetings
Favorite Memory: The field trips
Advice for future staff: Have fun
Name: Lexa Dezelan, 11
Staff Role: Staff Reporter
Article most proud of October 3, 2018
article
Why: I wrote about the day I missed
the NF concert
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: It taught me how to
be a better writer and you never copy
someone else's work
Miss the Most: Writing this much and
everyone on the staff.
Favorite Memory: meeting Shelby,
vlogging, PPU field trip, writing, staff
meetings and timed writings
Advice for future staff: Become
friends with your staff, you'll thank
yourself later.
Name: Shelby Petonak 11
Staff Role: Editor
Article most proud of: Issue 16
Why: I liked the picture set up-- very
pleasing to the eye

What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: how to format a
paper
Miss the Most: Staff meetings
Favorite Memory: meeting Lexa, first
field trip, junior interview
Advice for future staff: don’t be mean
to each other
Name: Cameron Perkins, 9
Staff Role: Staff Reporter
Article most proud of April Fool’s
Article
Why: It was a nice to write fiction
once, and creatively come up with a
way to trick the readers.
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: I learned about the
importance of sticking to deadlines and
using creativity to come up with new
story ideas each week.
Miss the Most: Working together with
the other staff members and having fun
together.
Favorite Memory: Field trip to Point
Park.
Advice for future staff: Don’t be
afraid to be yourself and write about
what interests you.
Name: Abby Moreland, 9
Staff Role: Staff Reporter
Article most proud of: Fall Fashion
Color Issue
Why: I took my time writing it and I
really enjoyed the outcome of it
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: I learned that
interviews are very important to my
writing and meeting deadlines is key
Miss the Most: Field Trips
Favorite Memory: Our staff meetings
Advice for future staff: Have fun but
get your work done
Name: Maggie Allwein, 9
Staff Role: Staff reporter
Article most proud of: Twizzler story
Why: I got really into it and I thought
it was funny yet informative.
What you learned the most about the
art of Journalism: how much
journalism is changing
Miss the Most: Having a place to write
and share my ideas
Favorite Memory: Secret Santa
Advice for future staff: Write what
makes you happy

ART AND ENTERTAINMENT
PIC OF THE
WEEK:
RAM PRIDE
Sophomore Megan Bujalski
stands next to her completed
mural located near the guidance
office. Bujalski volunteered to
design and paint this mural in
honor of PR Pride.

GOT A GOOD PIC?
HAVE A STORY
IDEA? CONTACT
THE NEWSROOM
217.

Blast From the Past: In Remembrance of Simpler Times
ETHAN SILIPO STAFF REPORTER
Our world is changing at a rapid pace and I am struggling to keep up. Our world is facing global warming in future years and
technology is advancing by the minute. NASA even plans to send as few astronauts to live on the moon by 2024. It is times like these
that I wish I had a time machine, not to go to the future, but to visit the past--to go back to simpler times and days with no worries.
Times like 2012, when I was a mere 8 year old learning to spell words like “independent.” So in honor of that simpler time, here is
some classic nostalgia from seven years ago:
 The three most popular songs were Somebody that I Used To Know, Call Me Maybe, and We are Young
 The 2012 Summer Olympics were held in London where Usain Bolt and Michael Phelps both won gold medals
 “Life of Pi” and “The Avengers” were some of 2012’s most popular films
 Apple released the iPhone 5, which was only their second model to ever feature Siri
 The artist “Psy” released the ever-so-popular song Gangnam Style which now has 94 million views on Youtube
 Hurricane Sandy hit in the fall of 2012 causing around $70 billion in damage
 In 2012, Barack Obama was re-elected to serve another term as President
 Whitney Houston, Neil Armstrong, and Michael Clarke Duncan passed away
 The New York Giants beat the Patriots to win the Super Bowl
 The Los Angeles Kings won the Stanley Cup
 The San Francisco Giants won the World Series
 The Miami Heat won the NBA Championship after beating the Thunder in a five game series
 The Fault in Our Stars and Insurgent were all written in 2012
 The Spanish National Soccer Team won the 2012 Euros
 Felix Baumgartner completed a freefall from above 128,000 feet, a height above the sound barrier
 On December 21, 2012, it was predicted that the world was to end
 The word “Hashtag” developed a definitive meaning and is said to be one of the most popular and most used words of the
year

SUMMER FUN
Bored Over the Summer? Why You Should Watch “Friends”
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
“Friends” first aired 25 years ago in 1994, yet still remains one of the most-watched shows on Netflix. This doesn’t surprise me
though. The storyline is still relevant today, and the jokes are just as funny. When teens tell their parents about watching the show,
they can reminisce about their college days watching the popular sitcom.
The six main characters on “Friends” include Ross, Rachel, Monica, Joey, Phoebe, and Chandler. They are best friends living in
New York City, navigating through their early adulthood together. They get new jobs, fall in love, and drink a lot of coffee at Central
Perk. Once you start watching, you just won’t be able to stop. Here are just a few reasons you should definitely watch the show this
summer.
1. Ross and Rachel’s rollercoaster love story. I feel like you just have to watch to really see how amazing this is. The viewers
are left wondering if they will end up together throughout all ten seasons.
2. The friends’ many talks at Central Perk. The six friends share countless stories and laughs in this iconic coffee shop that
make the show complete.
3. Chandler and Monica, Chandler and Monica! I don’t think many people would expect these two to end up together, but
you’ll have to watch to see how cute they are together.
4. Phoebe's unforgettable lines. Phoebe has some hilarious and quirky one-liners that you have to hear,
5. Joey’s endless acting failures. Watching Joey try to make it as in actor in New York City can be hilarious as he does
everything from makeovers to impressions just to get the job.
6. You just won’t be able to stop. Once you start watching,
you’ll constantly wonder what will happen next.

Why You Should Watch “The
Office”
MAGGIE ALLWEIN STAFF WRITER

Not to brag or anything, but in the past three years, I have
watched the series of ‘The Office’ all the way through 11
different times. Yes, I know. It is kind of ridiculous about
the amount of times I have heard that famous theme song,
but I can’t get enough of it, and I don’t think I ever
will. Honestly, this TV show gets me through the day.
Usually, I quote it at least five times per day, and I think it
makes Maggie Allwein, well, Maggie Allwein. So here are
the top nine reasons why you MUST watch “The Office” at
least once in your life.
1. Every character on the show is relatable. For
example, when I’m in a grumpy mood, I feel like
Stanley. Or when I feel hungry, I’m obviously
relating to Kevin. They all have a mood that is just
so incredibly relatable.
2. Michael Scott’s ongoing list of made-up characters
(Michael Klump, Date Mike, Prison Mike, etc.) will
have you rolling on the ground with laughter.
3. Dwight and Angela’s roller coaster love will have
you on the edge of your seat, waiting to see how
they end up.
4. Jim and Dwight’s endless feuds and pranks are just
amazing.
5. Knowing that most of the iconic lines in the series are usually improvised and made up on the spot, makes you
realize what AMAZING actors the show has.
6. Jim and Pam. Enough said there.
7. The series has won over 45 television awards
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8. The characters mention Pittsburgh sports teams’ multiple times, because of the setting in Scranton, Pennsylvania.
9. The series is so unique when it comes to style. The idea of it being a documentary makes the story even better.

Summer Plans: What are PR juniors doing over break?
JACOB GONGAWARE STAFF REPORTER
PR students have been waiting for summer break for a while now. Many students have exciting plans for the summer, from traveling the world, to
sitting in their basements chilling out.
Junior Cameron Kirkland has plans to travel with his family.
“We are going to Outer Banks at the beginning of summer, and my dad has also talked about going to Erie to fish. The trip to Erie is not likely, but
we will be doing a lot of stuff at home as well. We plan on going downtown, maybe swimming in the river, but we'll see about that; I definitely want
to go downtown; I have only been a few times since we moved to Pittsburgh. I also have many plans with my friends; I will definitely be at Sheetz a
lot, and I also want to explore North Park, especially my
favorite trail, Skyline Trail.”
While Kirkland has many plans, there are other juniors
who don’t really have that many plans.
Junior Marin Laffey said, “I’m going to hang out at home
for the most part; I guess we'll wait and see. I’m planning a
trip to the wave pool, but that might not happen.”
Some students have extraordinary plans.
For instance, junior Petros Balouris said, “I’m going back
to my homeland of Greece; I can’t wait to have an authentic
Gyro. I am also going to California. It should be an
eventful summer.”
Petros also has a pool. He said, “Everyday in the morning,
I might wake up and swim laps; I really need to get in
shape.”
Juniors have busy summers planned. Only a few more
days until the hot summer.

How To Survive Summer Reading
Strategies To Get It Done
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
Summer is quickly approaching which means lots of excitement for students and also summer reading assignments. There are
several ways you can get the reading done efficiently:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Consider buying your own copy of the book. If you have your own text, you can mark it up with notes and
highlight important information. There is also no stress in having to return the book, so you can read at your own
pace.
Keep the books somewhere where you will see them every day. If the books are out in the open, you will be
reminded to read when you see them. This strategy helps motivate you to read because you will remember the task
when seeing the work that needs to be done.
Come up with a schedule. Set aside days when you know you will not be busy, and have time to concentrate and
read. Try to stick to a consistent plan like reading one book every three weeks, or reading one hour three days a
week throughout the summer.
Take notes about analysis, symbolism, setting, and characters. Keeping track of key points in the book is
essential so you can remember the facts throughout.
Write a summary after every few chapters. It’s important to write a summary so you can remember what
happened when looking back at the book. When you go back to school and complete summer reading assignments,
it will be helpful to have summaries that you wrote in your own words.
Take the quizzes on Sparknotes. Sparknotes offers quick quizzes on their website after the summary of a chapter
or two. The quizzes ask comprehension questions, but many highlight points in the text you may have missed, so it
is helpful to learn from the practice.

SUMMER FUN
Things to do over summer when you’re bored
Ideas to keep students entertained over break
JACOB GONGAWARE STAFF REPORTER
#1 Take a hike
An option that always gets you in the summer mood. Get some good music, find a mountain, and try to get to the top.
Always an adventure, not always fun.
#2 Eat a popsicle
When you’re bored, what better to do than eat? Popsicles are refreshing and bring back summer memories from years past.
#3 Bake
Make some brownies and eat them.
#4 Play in the sprinkler
Always an option, not always the best, but still an option.
#5 Sleep
What a great way to pass time.
#6 Visit your local Sheetz
Sheetz has alright food, and a weird atmosphere, but when
you’re bored, it's not bad.
#6 Play outside
Get some friends, play some basketball, not bad.
#7 Get a Slip and Slide
Slip and slides are easy and fun.
#8 Go fishing
Fishing is really frustrating, but it’s better than being bored.
#9 Take a swim
Swimming is always a good time.
#10 Go out to eat
Get some friends, go eat some food, sounds like a plan.
#11 Go to a drive in
Better than sitting at home.
#12 Go disc golfing
A unique experience, could be fun.
#13 Go downtown
Lots of things to do down there.
#14 Go to a Pirates Game
Can be fun, Can be boring, all depends on the game.
#15 Visit North Park
Plenty of things to do here.

SUMMER FUN
Summer Jams: Songs to Get You Hyped for Summer
MADDIE JEWART STAFF REPORTER
As the end of the year draws near, weather is warm, days are longer, and PR students are gearing up for the summer months.
Although school is almost over, it’s hard to see the light at the end of the tunnel. To help get you in the summer mood, I’ve compiled a
list of upbeat songs to ease your end of the year stress.
Alternative
1. Sit Next to Me by Foster the People
2. 100 Bad Days by AJR
3. Chlorine by Twenty One Pilots
4. A-Punk by Vampire Weekend
5. Cape Cod Kwassa Kwassa by Vampire Weekend
6. LA Devotee by Panic! At the Disco
7. Annie by Neon Indian
8. NO FUN by Joji
9. Junk of the Heart by The Kooks
10. Electric Love by BORNS
11. Baby I’m Yours by Breakbot
12. Talk Too Much by Coin
13. Call it What You Want by Foster the People
14. Too High by Moon Taxi
15. Dancing’s Not a Crime by Panic! At the Disco
16. Good Time by Ocean Park Standoff

17. Say Hey by Michael Franti
18. I’ve Been Waiting by iLoveMakonnen
Pop
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Rock
1.
2.
3.
4.

SOS by Avicii
Missing You by The Vamps
Youth- Troye Sivan
Personal by HRVY
Sunflower by Post Malone

Mother We Just Can’t Get Enough by The New
Radicals
Crocodile Rock by Elton John
Dirty Little Secret by The All-American Rejects
Bubble Toes by Jack Johnson

HAVE A GREAT
SUMMER!
-THE RAMPAGE


